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Background: Proliferating cancer cells interacting with their microenvironment affects a tumor’s spatial 
shape. Elongation or roundness (eccentricity) of lung, skin, and breast cancers indicates the cancer’s relative 
aggressiveness. Non-invasive determination of the prostate tumor’s shape should provide meaningful input 
for prognostication and clinical management. There are currently few studies of prostate tumor shape, 
therefore this study examines the relationship between a prostate tumor’s eccentricity, derived from spatially 
registered multi-parametric MRI and histology slides, and Gleason scores.
Methods: A total of 26 consecutive patients were enrolled in the study. Median patient age was 60 years 
(range, 49 to 75 years), median PSA was 5.8 ng/mL (range, 2.3 to 23.7 ng/mL, and median Gleason score 
was 7 (range, 6 to 9). Multi-parametric MRI (T1, T2, Diffusion, Dynamic Contrast Enhanced) were 
resampled, rescaled, translated, and stitched to form spatially registered multi-parametric cubes. Multi-
parametric signatures that characterize prostate tumors were inserted into a target detection algorithm 
(Adaptive Cosine Estimator, ACE). Various detection thresholds were applied to discriminate tumor from 
normal tissue. Also, tumor shape was computed from the histology slides. Blobbing, labeling, and calculation 
of eccentricity using moments of inertia were applied to the multi-parametric MRI and histology slides. The 
eccentricity measurements were compared to the Gleason scores from 25 patients. 
Results: From histology slides analysis: the correlation coefficient between the eccentricity for the largest 
blob and a weighted average eccentricity against the Gleason score ranged from −0.67 to −0.78 for all 
18 patients whose tumor volume exceeded 1.0 cc. From multi-parametric MRI analysis: the correlation 
coefficient between the eccentricity for the largest blob for varying thresholds against the Gleason 
score ranged from −0.60 to −0.66 for all 25 patients showing contrast uptake in the Dynamic Contrast 
Enhancement (DCE) MRI.
Conclusions: Spherical shape prostate adenocarcinoma shows a propensity for higher Gleason score. This 
novel finding follows lung and breast adenocarcinomas but depart from other primary tumor types. Analysis 
of multi-parametric MRI can non-invasively determine the prostate tumor’s morphology and add critical 
information for prognostication and disease management. Eccentricity of smaller tumors (<1.0 cc) from 
MP-MRI correlates well with Gleason score, unlike eccentricity measured using histology of wholemount 
prostatectomy.
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Introduction

Staging components (1-3) such as intraprostatic tumor 
volumes/locations, metastatic extent, and lymph node 
involvement may indicate prostate tumor aggressiveness 
and provide important input for disease management. 
Tumor shape, whether spherical or elongated into an 
ellipsoid and quantified by a metric called eccentricity, is 
not usually measured and currently is not considered in 
staging for prostate cancer unlike breast (4,5), lung (6,7), 
and skin (8,9) cancers. Due to the relative absence of studies 
regarding tumor eccentricity in prostate cancer, definitive 
understanding of the relationship between tumor shape and 
potential cancer progression is limited and its contribution 
for assessing the prognosis of a patient is uncertain to date.

Prior  invest igat ions  (10-12)  reported that  the 
interaction between the proliferating cancer cells and their 
microenvironment determines a tumor’s spatial shape. In 
contrast, it is hypothesized (6,7) that formation of spherical 
aggressive lung adenocarcinomas is due to the inhibition 
of their growth by vessels, the bronchus, lymphatic 
tissues or the immune system in the normal lungs. To 
support understanding the generation of tumor shape, 
mathematical modeling of the spatial tumor growth may 
explain the process of longitudinal tumor growth (13,14). 
Modeling might reveal some novel features of tumor 
growth. However, modeling is constrained by its inability to 
incorporate other clinical characteristics of tumors.

Cancer staging and scoring through invasive biopsies 
suffer from a number of deficiencies. Biopsies may lead to 
significant inter-observer variability and/or potential for 
sampling error leading to false negatives or underestimating 
the severity of the disease (or “underscoring”). Gleason 
score (GS) from needle biopsy can often differ from that 
determined with radical prostatectomy (RP) (15,16) and 
with immediate repeat biopsies (17). Invasive biopsies can 
also inflict pain and result in possible complications such as 
hemorrhage and infection. Additional accurate diagnostic 
methods to establish the diagnosis are needed for patients 
with high persistent prostate specific antigen levels (PSA) but 
negative biopsies. For patients with low grade, low volume 

PCa who are undergoing active surveillance and monitored 
for potential relapse or recurrence of PCa following 
therapy, MRI may provide valuable information. Moreover, 
the skill and experience of the reader may determine 
the quality of MRI interpretations. For PI-RADS (18),  
for example, the tumor aggressiveness evaluation requires 
experienced and specially trained radiologists. 

Methods

Overall description of histology and MP-MRI 
determination

This study analyzed histology slides of patients who had 
undergone RP and were also imaged with multi-parametric 
MRI (19-23). The tumors were identified by experienced 
pathologists and radiologists on their respective imaging 
and the tumors were also assessed for clinical aggressiveness. 
The identified tumors were digitally outlined to create 
masks, blobs were autonomously identified from the masks, 
and moments of inertia computed to generate eccentricity 
for each blob. The largest blob’s eccentricity and the 
weighted average eccentricity over all blobs were compared 
to the a priori defined Gleason score. In addition, Adaptive 
Cosine Estimator (ACE) (24-28) was applied to spatially 
registered the MRI (27,28). After applying threshold to 
the ACE detection planes (28), blobs were labeled. The 
eccentricity for the largest blobs and a weighted average 
eccentricity were calculated and compared to the Gleason 
scores. The MP-MRI hypercubes and histology were 
constructed and processed from previously gathered data 
(19-23) but the analysis was totally independent of those 
earlier efforts.

This study followed two tracks (Figure 1) to determine 
the relationship between prostate tumor morphology 
(eccentricity) and Gleason score. One track examined 
tumors outlined on histology sl ides derived from 
wholemount prostatectomy as determined by a pathologist 
(denoted by solid blue arrows). The other track (denoted by 
solid red arrows) computed eccentricity from ACE applied 
to spatially registered multi-parametric MRI as determined 
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by a radiologist. The analysis studied 25 of 26 patients who 
previously underwent RP, an analysis of the histology and 
Gleason score grading from pathologists, and scanned with 
MP-MRI. One of the 26 patients did not display contrast 
uptake in the MRI Dynamic Contrast Enhancement (DCE) 
images and was not analyzed. The calculated eccentricity, 
in both tracks, were derived from computing the moment 
of inertia for all pixels residing in a given blob. The 
eccentricity was then compared to the Gleason score of the 
tumor (denoted by striped arrows).

Study design and population

A portion of The Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) (21,22) 
is a collection of National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
patient data from prostate MRI and histology from 
wholemount prostatectomy. The study was conducted in 
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised 
in 2013). This retrospectively designed, single institution 
study was approved by the NIH Institutional Review 
Board, and was compliant with the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act. Individual consent for 
this retrospective analysis was waived. Following previous 
protections implemented by TCIA, the data is publicly 
available and anonymized. This subsequent retrospective 
analysis of this data therefore did not require further review. 
From July 2008 to July 2009, 26 consecutive patients were 
enrolled in the study. Adenocarcinoma of the prostate was 
proved through biopsy in all patients. Table 1 summarizes 
the patient characteristics for this study. In this study, 18 
patients had tumor size >1 cc and showed evidence of 
contrast uptake. Reference (28) describes the tumor volume 
in this data set in great detail. References (20-22) describe 
the patient characteristics. No restrictions were placed on 
tumor location within the prostate. This TCIA data set 
was chosen for pilot studies (27,28) and for this current 
effort due to its easy accessibility, availability, and confirmed 
validity and soundness (19-22). 

Labeling and blob generation

Blob detection methods are used in computer vision and 

Figure 1 Schematic showing the overall procedure for generating tumor eccentricity from blobs derived from histology of wholemount 
prostatectomy specimens (solid blue arrows) and Adaptive Cosine Estimator (ACE) processing applied to multi-parametric MRI (MP-MRI). 
(solid red arrows) Blob eccentricity compared to Gleason scoring from histology (striped arrows).
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apply to a digital image. Blob detection identifies areas that 
differ in properties within the image, such as brightness, 
compared to surrounding regions. A blob is a region in which 
all the points within a blob are considered to be similar, 
connected, and aggregated. Blobbing is based on whether 
the pixels form an 8-pixel connected neighborhood and bind 
them together into regions of interest. In this study, binary 
tumor masks are generated from histology slides and from 
images showing the pixels that exceed a threshold of ACE 
target detection applied to MP-MRI hypercubes. Specifically, 
the value of 1 (0) or “True” (“False”) is associated with tumor 
(background) in each masked image. Each “True” pixel 
peruses pixels within a given neighborhood (1 pixel away) 
to see if they are also “True” and are, therefore, connected, 
collected, and labeled as a member of a blob. Blobs smaller 
than <0.1 cc are filtered out.

Eccentricity calculation

Eccentricity and volume were computed for every labeled 
blob using custom software coded in Python 3. To compute 
the eccentricity, the largest axis Lk and transverse moments 
Sk are eigenvalues from the moment of inertia matrix I for 
the kth blob, where I
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The eccentricity Ek for the kth blob with a major axis Lk 
and minor axis Sk is given by
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Eccentricity values Ek range from 0 to 1. A spherical 
shape has an eccentricity Ek of 0 while a line has an 
eccentricity Ek of 1. Assuming density of unity, each Blob’s 
volume Vk is given by the image resolution r and the 
number of pixels within each blob.
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and r is given by 
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where rz is the slice thickness (6 mm) and rx and ry are the 
transverse or image resolution for each pixel, i.e. for MP-
MRI rx=ry=1 mm, for histology slices rx=ry= 0.0212 mm or 
1,200 dots per inch. 

The weighted eccentricity W is a sum over B blobs, 
given by
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Table 1 Patient summary

Median Minimum Maximum

Patient age (years) 60 49 75

Gleason score 7 6 9

Tumor volume (cc) 2 0.39 15.2

PSA (ng/mL) 5.8 2.3 23.7

MRI to robotic prostatectomy  time interval (days) 60 3 180

cc, cubic centimeters; PSA, prostate serum antigen.
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Whole mount prostatectomy and histology

Segmenting the prostate capsule on T2W MRI, and surface 
extracting from three-dimensional (3D) surfaces helps 
generate 3D models of each prostate (19,20). Commercially 
available 3D computer software aided design of each mold. 
This design incorporated the deformation of the endorectal 
coil. A 3D printer (Dimension Elite 3D printer, Stratasys, 
Inc.) deposited styrene to fabricate each mold. After RP, the 
specimen was fixed in formalin at room temperature for 2 to 
24 hours. This specimen was then placed in the customized 
3D mold and sliced in axial 6 mm sections. Whole mount 
histopathology NIH patient specimens were sectioned in 
the customized mold for histopathology. Each slice was 
stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The images were 
recorded with 1,200 dots per inch spatial resolution. Two 
experienced pathologists, blinded to MRI, independently 
mapped for individual tumor foci, dimensions and Gleason 
scores. The sectioned molds corresponded to the axial plane 
of the MRI sections.

Figure 2 illustrates the determination of a tumor’s 
morphology taken from histology slides from wholemount 
prostatectomy. Figure 2A shows a montage of 7 transverse 
slices of histology slides take from a patient. A pathologist 
has marked the tumor. The marked tumors are digitally 
traced. Using Eqs. [1-6], the eccentricity and volume for the 
blobs denoted in Figure 2A are shown in Figure 2B. 

Magnetic resonance imaging

The MRI collection includes Diffusion Weighted Image, 
DCE, T1, and T2 images. Earlier studies (19,20,23) 
described the pulse sequences. These studies (19,20,23) 
combined an endorectal coil (BPX-30, Medrad) tuned 
to 127.8 MHz and a 16-channel cardiac coil (SENSE, 
Philips Medical Systems) on a 3T magnet (Achieva, Philips 
Medical Systems) without needing prior bowel preparation. 
Standard approaches were used to insert the endorectal coil. 
As part of the protocol, a prior study (23) defined triplanar 
T2W turbo spin echo, Diffusion Weighted MRI, 3DMR 
point resolved spectroscopy, axial pre-contrast T1-weighted 
axial 3D fast field echo, and DCE MRI sequences, and their 
detailed sequence parameters. 

Image processing, pre-analysis

In the transverse direction, MRI images were digitally 
resampled and scaled (27,28) to a common 1 mm resolution 
for all images. In the superior-inferior direction, the image 
set was resampled and resliced into 6 mm slices based on 
patient’s table position. Additional minor translation and 
resampling helped spatially register the structural, diffusion, 
and DCE images at the pixel level. Additional adjustments 
may be needed due to the short time intervals between 
scans (<20 minutes) and possible patient movement. The 

Figure 2 Schematic illustrating analysis of histology slices from wholemount prostatectomy. (A) shows a montage of 7 transverse slices of 
histology slides from a patient. A pathologist has marked the tumor. Each slice was stained with hematoxylin and eosin. The images were 
recorded with 1,200 dots per inch spatial resolution. The marked tumors are digitally traced. (B) displays the computed eccentricity and 
volume for the blobs denoted in (A).
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multiple axial cubes in three dimensions were “stitched” 
together into a narrow three-dimensional hypercube. Thus, 
a “four” dimensional (three-dimensional body volume plus 
the fourth dimension composed of MRI modalities) object 
is rearranged into three dimensions by stitching hypercubes.

By processing the DCE images, the tumor physiology 
helps distinguish lesions from normal tissues. The DCE is 
composed of a time series images. These images display the 
evolution of contrast material over several hundred seconds 
after contrast injection and follows the contrast uptake in 
the tissues. Often, prostate tumors are highly vascularized. 
Contrast material, through tumor vasculature, enters the 
tumor’s extravascular space (but not the cells). Relative to 
the normal prostate organ, MRI contrast material quickly 
fills and empties prostate tumors. The tracer concentration 
in the tissue that supplies and empties through the tumor 
vasculature is described by a simple two-compartment 
model (27-30). This two-compartment model is used to 
create the washout or kep images, or rates for emptying and 
filling the tumor vasculature, respectively.

ACE

The multispectral Supervised Target Detection (STDA) methods 
(24-26), specifically the ACE {Eq. [1] in reference (28)}, were 
adapted for this medical application (27,28). Multispectral 

MRI data contain 7-components (27,28) (T1 (pre contrast), 
T1 (maximum contrast), T2, ADC, Diffusion Weighted 
Image-High B (B=1,000 s/mm2), Washout or kep from DCE) 
as described in Section G. Each voxel xi is a 7-component 
vector, not the more common scaler. The supervised target 
detection algorithms use multispectral tumor signatures S 
that characterize the tumor (24-28) and to help detect the 
patient’s tumor. S the tumor signature, is the mean of T 
target vector-voxels xp summed over p target voxels data {Eq. 
[8]},
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The signature S is inserted into the ACE algorithm to 
classify each pixel (26-28). ACE is the “whitened” (24-28)  
cosine between the test vector xi for pixel i and the target 
signature S vector {Eq. [8], above} relative to m the 
background vector (normal prostate). M is the mean value 
for each of the 7 component vectors [composed of DWI, 
T1, T2, ADC, DCE for this study, see References (27,28)] of 
the delineated normal prostate. ACE is a conical hyperspace 
decision surface that determines whether a voxel is part of 
the background or normal prostate (large angle, small cosine) 
or target or tumor (small angle or large cosine) (24-28).  
The prostate image is manually outlined for all slices to 
help form an image mask. This mask restricts computations 
to the prostate volume in order to gather the background 
statistics [m vector for the background or normal prostate 
tissue, see references (27,28)], The specific selected ACE 
detection threshold segments the pixel into background or 
target. This threshold is set by the user based on previously 
examined data that optimized a desired feature such as 
correlation with a standard. 

Figure 3 illustrates the determination of a tumor’s 
morphology derived from spatially registered MP-MRI. 
Figure 3A shows a mosaic of stitched ACE slices processed 
from spatially registered MP-MRI. Vertical and horizontal 
axis shows position within hypercube in pixels. Yellow 
rectangular outline shows the region that is magnified for 
display in Figure 3B. Using Eqs. [1-6], the eccentricity and 
volume for the expanded region in Figure 3A are shown in 
Figure 3B. 

Results

Figure 4 shows a scatterplot of the eccentricity from 
the largest blob and a weighted average {Eq. [7]} in all 
18 patients with tumors sizes >1.0 cc. The tumors were 

Figure 3 Schematic illustrating analysis of Adaptive Cosine 
Estimator (ACE) processing of Multi-parametric MRI (MP-MRI). 
Vertical and horizontal axis shows position within hypercube 
in pixels. (A) shows a mosaic of stitched ACE slices. Yellow 
rectangular outline shows the region that is magnified for display 
in (B). The computed eccentricity and volume for the expanded 
region in (A) and is shown in (B).
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from patients taken from analyzing the histology from 
wholemount prostatectomy. Figure 4 plots the eccentricity 
from the largest blob and a weighted (by mass) of all 
blobs {Eq. [7]} against the Gleason score derived from 
the pathologist’s analysis of the histology. The correlation 
coefficient between the eccentricity for the largest blob and 
from the weighted eccentricity {Eq. [7]} from the histology 
against the Gleason score were ‒0.665. and ‒0.783, 
respectively with P values <0.002. The linearly fitted slope 
in both cases is negative, meaning that a spherical shape, 
rather than elongated, shows higher Gleason score and 
great aggressivity. 

Figure 5 shows a scatterplot of the correlation coefficients 
resulting from fitting the eccentricity from the largest blob 
against the Gleason score derived from the pathologist’s 
analysis of the histology in a range thresholds of ACE 
detection ranging from 0.35 to 0.65 in 0.05 increments for 
25 patients, without a restriction on tumor size, but requires 
MRI contrast uptake. The correlation coefficient R between 
the eccentricity for the largest blob and a weighted average 
eccentricity against the Gleason score ranged from ‒0.60 to 
‒0.68 for the ACE thresholds (0.35 to 0.55) achieving the 
highest R with P values <0.003. These 25 (of 26) patients 
also took up contrast material for the DCE portion of the 
MRI scan.

Figure 6 shows a scatterplot of the eccentricity from the 
largest blob and the weighted eccentricity {Eq. [7]} of ACE 

detection of thresholds ranging from 0.35 to 0.45 against 
the Gleason score derived from the pathologist’s analysis 
of the histology in 25 patients. These 25 patients took up 
contrast material for the DCE portion of the MRI scan. 
The correlation coefficient between the eccentricity for 
the largest blob for varying thresholds against the Gleason 
score ranged from ‒0.60 to ‒0.65 with P values <0.002. The 
linearly fitted slope in both cases is negative, again meaning 
that a spherical shape, rather than elongated, shows higher 
Gleason score and greater aggressivity. However, comparing 
the weighted average for the eccentricity for MP-MRI 
to Gleason score achieved a poor correlation coefficient 
relative to using the eccentricity for the largest blob.

Discussion

This study demonstrates  that  both MP-MRI and 
histopathology shows that prostate tumors aggressiveness 
is correlated with tumor shape eccentricity. Specifically, 
this  study determined that spherical ,  rather than 
elongated, tumor shape is indicative of higher Gleason 
score and greater tumor aggressiveness. Adenocarcinomas 
in the breast (5) and the lung (6,7) also show greater 
aggressiveness when they appear spherical. Yoon (6) used 
CT to monitor lung adenocarcinomas and tumor doubling 
times and found a positive correlation between eccentricity 
and tumor doubling times. Baba (7) measured the geometry 

Figure 4 A scatterplot of the eccentricity from the largest blob 
(labeled as Blob Volume Max) in all 18 patients with tumor sizes 
>1 cc taken from analyzing the histology from wholemount 
prostatectomy plotted against the Gleason score.

Figure 5 A scatterplot of the correlation coefficients resulting from 
fitting the eccentricity from the largest blob against the Gleason 
score derived from the pathologist’s analysis of the histology vs. 
Adaptive Cosine Estimator (ACE) thresholds.
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for resected lung adenocarcinomas and found longer 
survival for elongated relative to globular tumors. However, 
this is not always the case as breast cancer patients with 
negative hormone receptor and positive HER2 expression 
show greater aggressiveness when they are more elongated 
and asymmetric (4). Similarly, in malignant melanomas 
(8,9), asymmetry in a tumor’s shape may indicate its 
aggressiveness.

Unlike earlier work, this study utilized novel methods 
to compute the moments of inertia to find the eccentricity. 
All pixels were digitally incorporated into the calculation. 
More typically, the pathologist (or urologist) (6) visually 
inspected the tumors for smallest and largest axis. Another 
earlier eccentricity calculation computed the ratio of the 
inferred ellipsoid and sphere from excised biopsy and then 
approximated the tumor eccentricity (4). Using supervised 
target detection in MP-MRI to delineate the tumor further 
reduces the possible subjective assessment of a radiologist 
and pathologist. The method in this study is less subjective 
and, therefore, more readily replicated in other clinics. 

This study found that among the 18 patients with the 
largest tumors, there was a negative correlation between 
Gleason scores and assessed eccentricity for pathology of 

histology slices. In contrast, 25 out of 26 patient studies 
were used in the assessments of MP-MRI. These findings 
suggest that smaller tumors may be affected during the 
wholemount prostatectomy/histology preparation process 
rendering less correlation using pathology assessment of the 
wholemount prostatectomy histology slices. Sectioning of 
tissues and preparation for histology slides can distort the 
tissues. Imaging a patient with MRI, rather than evaluating 
the tumor with histologic sectioning, might retain the 
relevant tissue shape in its natural state.

A number of metrics can characterize the eccentricity for 
prostate cancer. Only a weighted average over all blobs with 
the histology slide performed as well as the eccentricity 
for the largest blob in following Gleason score. However, 
and notably, comparing the weighted average for the 
eccentricity for MP-MRI to Gleason score achieved a poor 
correlation coefficient relative to using the eccentricity for 
the largest blob.

ACE values range from ‒1 to 1 (24-28) so using fixed 
thresholds is expected to generate robust criteria for 
selecting blobs. A fixed threshold (0.45) applied to ACE 
scoring achieved the highest correlation between eccentricity 
and Gleason scoring. Other threshold techniques, such 
as Otsu threshold (31) failed to achieve high correlation 
between any eccentricity measure and Gleason score. 

While the current study had several novel findings, it 
also had several limitations. First, the methods used only 
assessed the tumor in two dimensions. Additional study 
is needed to determine if refinements of the technique 
provide better correlation. Additionally, while consecutive 
patients were utilized to minimize bias, an overall limited 
sample size was studied for this pilot analysis. Additional 
confirmatory studies are needed with greater patient 
numbers to determine if eccentricity may have a future role 
in prostate cancer staging and surveillance. 

Conclusions

This is the first systematic study of prostate tumor shape and 
its connection to Gleason score and tumor aggressiveness. 
This study examined prostate tumors in spatially registered 
MP-MRI and pathology assessments of prostatectomy. A 
spherical, rather than elongated, prostate adenocarcinoma 
primary tumor shape, shows a propensity of higher Gleason 
score and greater potential aggressiveness. This behavior of 
the eccentricity for adenocarcinoma in the prostate follows 
the behavior of adenocarcinoma in the lung and breast but 
departs from other primary tumor types. MP-MRI can 

Figure 6 A scatterplot of the eccentricity from the largest blob of 
Adaptive Cosine Estimator (ACE) Multi-parametric MRI (MP-
MRI) for detection thresholds ranging from 0.35 to 0.45 in 25 
patients against the Gleason score derived from the pathologist’s 
analysis of the histology. Fitting parameters and correlation 
coefficients for linear fits of the eccentricity against Gleason score 
are also shown.
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non-invasively determine the prostate tumor’s morphology 
and provide additional, critical information for disease 
management. However, sectioning for histology slices 
may distort the shape of tumors, especially small tumors  
(<1.0 cc) relative to in-vivo MRI.

Additional study is needed to determine the utility of 
adding eccentricity of prostate tumors to inform staging and 
prognosis of prostate cancer.
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